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ABSTRACT 

This paper is prepared to summarize the difficulties 
found during the qualification campaign of the pointing 
mechanism of the GAIA M2 Mirror (M2M).  The 
mechanism is able to provide the pointing of the 
secondary mirror of the GAIA instrument in five 
degrees of freedom, three translations and two rotations.  
The resolution provided by the five linear actuators is as 
small as 70 nm for an overall stroke of 550 µm in the 
three linear degrees of freedom and the angular 
resolution is better than 1.8 µrad for a total stroke of 
±2 mrad. 
Evolution of the mechanism design from the prototype 
developed in the technology preparatory program to the 
flight models manufactured for the GAIA mission is 
described.  
A summary of the whole qualification test campaign is 
described and the difficulties found outlined. 
 
1. GENERAL M2MM CONFIGURATION 

The M2 Mirror Mechanism (M2MM) is the link 
between the optical bench and the secondary mirror and 
shall provide pointing capability to it in five degrees of 
freedom (dof), three translations and two rotations.  The 
M2MM shall also maintain the position of the M2 
mirror from the position defined during telescope 
alignment on ground up to the in orbit operational phase 
passing through the on ground, launch and in orbit 
transfer environment without any holding device.  
The M2MM is based on a serial-parallel configuration 
with five linear actuators, which provide the desired five 
dof motion. 
The serial-parallel configuration provides independent 
X, Y and Z motion: the motion in X and Y directions is 
achieved directly with one actuator respectively.  The 
displacement in Z is obtained with the three actuators 
acting at the same time.  The two rotations are obtained 
by a differential linear displacement of the three Z 
actuators, which are placed in a triangular arrangement.  
The joints between different stages (trays) are based on 
flexible elements.  There are a total of 14 guides, which 
are responsible of guiding the relative movement 
between stages, while maintaining the other dof 
restricted. 
 

 
Figure 1.  M2MM main parts in exploded view 

 
2. GENERAL ACTUATOR CONFIGURATION 

The linear actuator for the GAIA M2MM is a 
mechanism that provides 70 nm resolution over a travel 
of 550 µm with stable positions at any point of the 
stroke.  It also has high load capability to withstand 
launch loads without backdriving. 
The different components of the actuator are basically: 
- A motor-reducer from CDA Intercorp, which 

includes a stepper motor and three stages gear 
reducer with a M3 thread spindle at the output. 

- A symmetrical flexible structure, which includes 
two levers, two flexural joints or pivots, the output 
interface providing a reduction ratio and the I/F to 
fix to the M2MM trays. 

- A primary Vespel SP3 nut which joins the flexible 
structure via two blades to the spindle. 

- A secondary Vespel SP3 nut preloading the primary 
nut contact at any position within the stroke. 

- Two end stops at the beginning and end of the 
stroke for nut protection and zeroing.  

- Two micro-switches one main and one redundant to 
detect the half stroke position. 

- A support structure where the motor-reducer and 
the top support of the spindle are mounted.  
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Figure 2.  Actuator main parts 
Resolution at Motor-reducer and Actuator Level 
The selected stepper motor is a 6 pole motor (30 
deg/step) with a reduction stage at the output of the 
motor of 90.  Hence, resolution at motor-reducer output 
is calculated as per Eq. 1: 

stepresolutionRot outputmotor deg/333.0
09

30
_ _ ==         (1) 

This motor actuates a spindle-nut, providing a linear 
displacement in the axis of symmetry of a mechanism 
(called actuator input). The shaft pitch is 0.5 mm. 

stepm
mmstep
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The flexure structure provides a reduction ratio from 
this linear movement of the nut to the linear movement 
of the output.  As this reduction mechanism is variable, 
in different positions inside the operational range the 
output displacement is different for the same step 
increment.  The reduction ratio varies from 14.5 to 7.7. 
The resolution of the actuator output is calculated as the 
resolution at nut level divided by the ratio of the 
structure.  Eqs. 3-4 show maximum and minimum 
values respectively. 
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Figure 3.  Input vs resolution and reduction ratio 
 
Actuator Hysteresis 
Motor-reducer backlash is 0.58º, which means a 
hysteresis error at actuator output level smaller than 
0.105 µm. 
Actuator Stroke and Velocity 
Actuator nominal stroke is 575 μm. This is achieved by 
a nut stroke of 6.13 mm, equivalent to 12.26 turns.  
Motor is operated at 270 rpm (3 rpm at output).  
Therefore, it takes 4 min to operate the whole stroke. 
Detent Torque 
The permanent magnet stepper motor has a detent 
torque that provides stable positions of the spindle-nut 
when de-energized.  Detent torque allows to ensure no 
back-driving with a load at the output of the actuator as 
high as 2058 N.  
Motorization Margin 
The motor torque capabilities shall be at least 2 times 
larger than the factorized resistive torques.  
Although most of the resistive torques are due to the 
loading of elastic elements where a factor of 1.2 is 
required, we have considered that all resistive torques 
are factorized by 1.5, and therefore, a total margin 
between the motor and the resistive torques of 3 had to 
be demonstrated. 
Actuator motorization torque has been measured via the 
measurement of the threshold current.  It has been 
checked that the actuator moves with 1/3 of the motor 
torque capabilities without loosing steps. 
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The worst point of the stroke is close to the lower end 
stop, where the forces of the guides are maximum and 
the motorization margin minimum. 
The resistive force of the guides is maximum at 100 K 
due to the increase of the Ti6Al4V stiffness.  
Thermal Enviroment 
There is a wide temperature range from 100 K to 323 K.  
Therefore, all their parts are made of Ti6Al4V with the 
only exception of the motor-reducer including the 
spindle which is made of stainless steel and the nuts 
which are made of Vespel SP3.  Dimensions and 
tolerances of the nut have been designed to ensure 
compatibility. 
 
3. EVOLUTION OF MECHANISM 

REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCES 

One point of interest is to show the evolution of the 
mechanism requirements and performances from the 
prototype developed in the technology preparatory 
program to the flight models manufactured for the 
GAIA mission. 
Table 1 shows the comparison of the main 
characteristics of the M2MM mechanism and actuator. 
It can be appreciated that most of the performances have 
been significantly improved without relaxing the mass 
and volume constraints. 
 

Table 1.  Comparison between BBM and PFM 
 Pre-Development 

Model (BBM) 
Proto-flight 
Model (PFM) 

Lost stroke to 
provide initial 
preload 

60 μm 75 μm 

Linear Capability ± 150 μm ± 275 μm 
Rotational 
Capability ± 2 mrad ± 2 mrad 

Linear Resolution <0.2 μm <0.066 μm 
Rotational 
Resolution <5 µrad <1.8 µrad 

Maximum 
operational loads 152 N 324 N 

Actuator Mass 328 g 320 g 
M2MM Mass 4150 g 4786 g 
Actuator Volume 85 x 65 x 40 mm3 84 x 75 x 65 mm3 

M2MM Volume 110 x 260 x 130 
mm3 

110 x 260 x 150 
mm3 

M2 Mirror mass 1.3 kg ± 0.1 kg 
CoG Z=170 mm 

mass 1.8 kg ± 0.1 kg
CoG Z=194.6 mm 

Operational 
temperature 

from 296 K to 
120 K 

From 323 K to 
100 K 

Structural 
Stiffness (1st 
Eigen Mode) 

96 Hz 128 Hz 

Launch loads 20 g in any 
direction 

24 g in any 
direction 

Random 
Vibration 

20 gRMS in any 
direction 

17.3 gRMS in any 
direction 

 

4. MAIN ISSUES AND THEIR SOLUTIONS FOR 
THE GAIA M2MM FLIGHT UNITS. 

The predevelopment programs are very useful to 
identify main problems and prepare the technology 
required to face the Phase C/D developments with 
minimum risk. Nevertheless missions envelop 
constraints and required performances improvement 
lead to the need to dedicate significant efforts for the 
development of a product able to fulfill the final 
requirements. 
Firstly, it has to be pointed out that the M2MM 
interfaces and envelope were frozen from the 
development contract, but a full re-design of the 
mechanism was needed to increase its stiffness and 
withstand extra loads, i.e: 
1. Guides changed from a Z-shape developed into 

parallelogram shape. 
2. Size of the actuator blades have to be increased to 

support extra loads and increase stiffness without 
compromising its performances as mechanism. 

3. Implementation of flexible bipods to prevent 
loading of the M2 during actuation and able to 
withstand loads in the allowable room left above 
the z-actuators was a difficult and challenging task.  

 

 
Figure 4.  M2MM with guides and flexible bipods 

Non-flight 
Elements 
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Figure 5.  M2MM (PFM) 

 

 
Figure 6.  M2MM (BBM) 

 
4. A three stages motor-reducer, susceptible to be 

qualified without risk, had to be selected to fit with 
the available volume defined the BBM.   

Secondly, an increase of almost a 100% in the stroke, 
from 300 µm to 550 µm, was also required at this latter 
phase.  This requirement opposes directly with the 
required increase of stiffness, which made this latter re-
design phase a tough one, having to multiply M2MM 
capabilities and performances from the ones already 
developed.  
1. Flexural plates had to be optimized arriving to the 

limits of the material improving the manufacturing 
processes to ensure tight tolerances. 

2. Minimization of the length of flexible blades to 
prevent bucking. 

3. All the optimization effort had to be made with non 
linear analysis which required extra number of runs 
and longer computation time.  

 

 

 
Figure 7.  Z-Actuators volume inside top tray 

 
4. Main Vespel nut had to be carefully designed to 

ensure performances of the spindle-nut joint at 
100 K (no increase of preload at cold due to 
differential CTE) while withstanding loads and 
providing stiffness during launch.  

5. End stops at the beginning and end of the stroke 
have been implemented on the motor-reducer 
output stage to prevent nut fractures in case of 
incorrect actuation drives the nut to the end of the 
linear stroke and also for zeroing of the 
mechanisms in case of step counting lost.   

 
5. QUALIFICATION TEST CAMPAIGN 

The whole qualification test campaign included: 
- CDA motor-reducer qualification test at CDA 

premises (functional at ambient temperature and 
100 K, vibration, shock, and vacuum tests) 

- Actuator functional tests (functional performances 
at ambient) 

- M2MM functional tests (guides stiffness, I/F pieces 
stiffness, functional performances) 

- M2MM vibration test (sine 24 g at 25 Hz, 5 g at 
140 Hz; random 13 gRMS) 

- M2MM shock test (up to 350 g between 3,000 Hz 
and 10,000 Hz) 

- M2MM TV test.  The thermal cycling during TV 
test was one bake-out cycle at 343 K, and four 
cycles between 323 K and 100 K. 

The major effort during the qualification test campaign 
was dedicated to the functional performances 
verification.  The final objective of the functional tests 
is to obtain the calibration curves for the kinematic 
model of the mechanism. 
Two were the major difficulties to be solved during the 
functional tests, derived from the lubrication of the 
motor-reducer and the high resolution of the 
mechanism. 
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Because of the MoS2 lubrication of the motor-reducer 
ball bearings and gears, all the actuations of the 
mechanism and measurements at ambient conditions 
had to be performed in a humidity control chamber to 
prevent degradation of the lubrication.  This limits the 
selection of the instrumentation, and makes more 
difficult to change between different configurations 
during testing. 
The high resolution of the mechanism requires a careful 
selection of the test instrumentation, compatible with 
the restrictions imposed by the humidity control 
chamber and TV chamber, and able to measure the 
small displacements of the mechanism movement.  
Finally, for ambient measurements linear encoders were 
selected, and for vacuum measurements laser 
interferometers and autocollimators. 
 
5.1. Functional Tests at Ambient 

The first functional tests were done at SENER facilities 
at ambient conditions, inside the humidity control 
chamber.  After the verification tests of the motor-
reducers and the actuators, the fully assembled M2MM 
was tested. 
In order to characterize the movement of the M2 mirror 
dummy attached to the M2MM, eight optical linear 
encoders were used, arranged by pairs to measure three 
translations and three rotations along the main axes of 
the mechanism.  Figure 8 shows the test set-up with the 
encoders inside the humidity controlled chamber.  With 
this configuration, it was possible to measure the main 
movement of the mechanism (in the direction of the 
actuator being activated), and also the small translations 
and rotations in the other directions due to the cross-talk 
between axes.  For each main direction, the encoders 
had to be rearranged accordingly to the moving 
actuator. 
 

 

Figure 8.  Test set-up for measurement of movement 
inside the humidity controlled chamber 

 
One of the main objectives of these tests was to measure 
the position of the mirror dummy for each step of the 
actuators.  Therefore, encoders with 0.02 µm resolution 
were selected, enough to achieve this goal. 

The main problems to be solved for measuring the 
position at each step were the vibration of the 
mechanism during movement and the thermal stability.  
Because of the high resolution of the mechanism, 
measurement is very sensitive to these two factors. 
Thermal expansion of the mechanism was continuously 
monitored during testing with thermocouples, in order 
to assure that temperature variations did not produce 
unacceptable errors in the measurement. 
With respect to the mechanical vibration, the position 
was continuously recorded during the complete stroke 
of the mechanism.  The problem was to obtain just one 
point for the position at each step, while the mechanism 
keeps moving at 50 steps/second. 
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Figure 9.  Position data reduction for each step 
 
Figure 9 shows an example of data reduction for Y 
position.  For several steps, the original recorded data is 
in red, smoothed data in green, and the position data 
taken for each step is the blue circle.  The key point is 
that the mechanism moves step by step, and moves from 
one position to the next one, oscillates about this 
position, and then moves to the following one.  The 
method allowed to remove errors due to mechanical 
oscillations without needing to stop the mechanism at 
each step. 
During the testing, two second order effects derived 
from the mechanical construction of the actuators were 
measured: hysteresis, and ripple for each turn of the 
motor-reducer. 
Hysteresis appears when reversing direction of 
movement.  Figure 10 shows a typical hysteresis cycle 
of the mechanism. 
Ripple occurs for each turn of the output shaft of the 
motor-reducer, as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10.  Hysteresis cycle 
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Figure 11.  Ripple due to actuator turns 
(one turn = 1080 steps) 

 
Three options were evaluated to compute the calibration 
curves of the M2MM, depending on including or not 
hysteresis and ripple effects in the curves.  Error 
between measured data and the three options for 
calibration curves are compared in Figure 12. 
Finally, calibration curves were defined as polynomial 
approximations to the measured data; hysteresis and 
ripple were not included in the calibration curves, but in 
the error budget of the mechanism, since, for GAIA 
instrument, the accuracy improvement does not worth 
the increasing complexity of the kinematic model. 
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Figure 12.  Error between measured data and different 
options for calibration curves 

 
5.2. Vibration Test 

The main goals of the vibration test were the following: 
- Determine the first natural frequencies. 
- Demonstrate the capability of the item to withstand 

the expected dynamic environment loads. 
- Demonstrate that the actuators remain in the same 

position during vibration 
The M2MM was tested assembled with a dummy of the 
M2 mirror, as in Figure 13. 
 

 

Figure 13.  M2MM ready for vibration test 
 
The first resonance frequency of the M2MM was at 128 
Hz. 
After the test, it was verified that the five actuators of 
the mechanism remained in the same position during 
vibration, maintaining the location of the M2 mirror 
dummy. 
During the test, it also was confirmed the good 
correlation between the predictions of the FEM and the 
results of the test, as can be see in Figure 14. 
 

 

 

Figure 14.  Comparison between FEM prediction and 
test results for X-axis low level sine 
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5.3. Functional Thermal Vacuum Test 

Thermal vacuum cycling was performed at LINES 
laboratory at INTA facilities, including one bake-out 
cycle at 343 K, and four cycles between 323 K and 100 
K.  Functional tests were performed at beginning and 
end of cycling, at 22 °C and at 100 K, in order to 
measure the movement in the six dof (three translations 
and three rotations) of the M2 mirror dummy at the top 
of the M2MM.  Functional tests at the beginning of the 
cycling were done to obtain the calibration curves of the 
mechanism.  During the last cycle, functional tests were 
done to verify the pointing performance with the 
calibration curves obtained during the first cycle. 
The functional measurements at vacuum were done with 
optical methods through two of the optical windows of 
the TV chamber.  The following instrumentation was 
used: 
- Three on axis differential interferometers (ODI) to 

measure translations along principal axes of the 
mechanism. 

- Two LDS electronic autocollimators to measure 
rotations around principal axes of the mechanism. 

As for the functional tests at ambient, the two main 
problems for measuring accurately the position were the 
vibration of the mechanism and thermal effects.  For 
vacuum tests, the main contribution to the vibration is 
not the mechanism movement, but the thermal vacuum 
chamber and the cooling system.  Regarding the thermal 
effects, the temperature of the M2MM is quite well 
controlled inside the chamber.  These factors are 
especially unfavorable for the measurement of 
translations, so as to minimize its impact, two optical 
cubes were used: one mobile on the M2 mirror dummy, 
and one fixed (close to the other) on the test jig to be 
used as reference for the interferometers (see Figure 
15).  This reference cube improves significantly the 
noise and the stability of the measurement of the 
translations; however, it also increases the difficulty of 
the alignment of the optical instrumentation. 
 

 

Figure 15.  M2MM in the TV chamber 
 
Since the purpose of the test was to obtain calibration 
curves as polynomial approximations, it was enough to 

measure position accurately at several points along the 
stroke of the mechanism, not at every step as during 
functional tests at ambient.  This allows to stop the 
mechanism at the desired points and to take a longer 
measurement for best filtering of the chamber vibration.  
An example of the obtained calibration curves is in 
Figure 16.  Here are the curves at 100 K, when moving 
the M2MM only with the actuator in X direction.  The 
plots are translation vs. steps of the actuator, for the full 
stroke.  There are two ordinate axes for translations: the 
left for X translation, and the right for Y and Z 
translation (the cross-talk movements). 
 

 

Figure 16.  Calibration curves at 100 K, for actuator in 
X direction 

 
Hysteresis and ripple also appear in the measurements 
in vacuum.  Figure 17 shows the typical value for ripple 
in translations and rotations.  Values of the plot were 
obtained as the difference between the measured values 
and the polynomial calibration curve. 
 

 

Figure 17.  Typical ripple effect due to actuator turns 
for translations and rotations 

 
The calibration curves obtained during the first thermal 
cycle were verified during the last one.  In this test, the 
M2MM was commanded to achieve a set of positions 
moving the five actuators together with their calibration 
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curves, covering the full range in the five dof of the 
mechanism.  For each position in the set, the error was 
computed as the difference between measured position 
and target one.  Results are shown in Figure 18. 
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X translation verification at 100 K
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Figure 18.  Pointing verification at 22 °C and 100 K  
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The improvement of the performances without possible 
relaxation of the envelop constraints leads to an   
exponential increase of the efforts required for the 
success of the project. 
Mechanisms based on structural deformations are quite 
difficult to design as you have to achieve a balance 
between the fulfillment of the actuator torque margins 
and structural safety factors. 
The measurement for the verification of the functional 
performances of very precise mechanism could be as 
difficult as the design of the mechanism. This is 
especially true when the measurement have to be made 
at vacuum and at very low temperatures.   
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